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KEC Partners with Historic South End on Community
Garden
Long-time Kent community leader Doria Daniels
remembers a time when her neighborhood, the
Historic South End of Kent, was a place where fruit
trees and backyard vegetable gardens were
everywhere. For several years there has been talk of
starting a community garden on a lot purchased by the
Portage Community Action Council, but the pieces
needed to make that happen have not come together.
This spring, however, Daniels decided it was time to
act and offered to create a community garden on an
undeveloped lot (1110 Walnut St.) that has been in
her family for decades. Daniels reached out to the Kent
Environmental Council, the Portage County NAACP and
the Kent Interfaith Alliance to partner with the South
End to make the community garden a reality. The
undeveloped lot on Walnut Street is now the ThomasAnderson Memorial Garden. Thomas-Anderson was the
name of the original 501c3 neighborhood association
that honored two ancestors of the community:
Councilman Ben Anderson and the Rev. Fred D.
Thomas.

Jacquie Peoples Dukes read the poem
she wrote for the dedication of the
Thomas-Anderson Memorial Garden in
Kent's Historic South End neighborhood.

With the understanding that the garden would be
a place to build relationships, the project started
with a blessing of the land, which was held on the
spring equinox. The event included the recitation
of a commissioned poem written by Jacquie
Peoples Dukes and a libation by Kofi Khemet. KEC
board member Karl Liske planted a fig tree as part
of the ceremony, and KEC president Renee
Ruchotzke offered a prayer.

KEC Chair Renee Ruchotzke (left) and KEC
member Karl Liske plant a fig tree at the
dedication of the Thomas-Anderson Memorial
Garden, the layout of which is shown in the
sketch on the right.

Several themed gardens will be planted, with each one
honoring the people who have lived in the South End:

Miss Tweet's Soul Garden (named for Daniels’
mother) will feature collards, okra, peppers and
other foods from cuisines of the South.
Ciccone’s Italian Garden will have a plum tree,
grapes, the newly planted fig tree, tomatoes,
eggplant and other classic vegetables.
The Miss Rita Loftin Pollinator Garden, in honor of
the South End resident known for the many
butterflies decorating her home.
Other specialty gardens include an indigenous garden (with
plants such as Three Sisters, sun chokes, potatoes and
other native foods), a culinary herb garden, a medicinal
herb garden and a “Fruit Tree Grove of Elders.” Benches
and signage honoring neighborhood ancestors also will be
part of the garden layout.
Opportunities to participate in the garden project will be
posted on the KEC Facebook page.

Kofi Khemet pours a libation at the
dedication of the ThomasAnderson Memorial Garden.

Garden Resources: From Pollinator Gardens to Ohio Native
Plants
A friend suggested some valuable resources for learning more about pollinators and native
plants. I’ll share them with you here:
Online planting guide from the Pollinator
Partnership. The guide has a lot of good
tools and resources that will invite pollinators
to your neighborhood. The guides are
tailored to specific areas of the United
States. You can order your free guide online.

Landscaping for Biodiversity with Ohio Native Plants: A
Species Guide for Plantings. This 37-page Cleveland
Metroparks technical report (2017 NR/02) is useful for home
gardeners and professional landscape designers alike.

List of shade-loving plants. This list is great for
homeowners who have very little full sun in their
yards. Astilbe, one of many shade-loving plant,
produces masses of feathery flower plumes in
hues of bright red, dark pink, light pink, lavender
and white. Lacy, deep green foliage complement
the flowers. It's great for perennial borders or bed
plantings in shade or semi-shade. The plants
come back year after year.

No-Waste Organic Gardening by Shawna Coronado. The
book has a lot of practical and inexpensive suggestions for
how to use organic gardening methods while recycling for
free materials.

Bee Lab website. This site is an excellent resource
for all things bees—from information on
supporting pollinators in landscapes to the bees
themselves and research about bees. From the
home page, click on the “Plants” tab for fact
sheets about the garden plants and trees that
attract and support pollinators and information
about the connection between bees and cover
crops, farms, and native pollinator plants—and
more. From the “Workshops & Webinars” tab, you
can access a variety of topics related to
pollinators and plants that support them. All of the
spring 2021 author series webinars are now
available. Explore and enjoy!

Museum of the Earth special exhibit about
bees. This online exhibit is titled “Bees!
Diversity, Evolution, Conservation” and
originally was on display at the Museum of
the Earth in Ithaca, New York, from
September 2019 to August 2020. It starts
with the question, “What is a bee?” and talks
about bee diversity, evolution, habits, and

behavior and threats to bees.

—Lorraine McCarty

The Perils and Permanence of Plastic in the Environment:
What Is Next?
By now, it’s clear that recycling is
nowhere near the complete answer for
decreasing plastic waste. In case you’ve
forgotten, plastic is produced from oil and
gas, and it’s polluting our water, air and
land; increasing the need for more
pipelines and processing plants; and
contributing to climate change.
As we have reported here before, the oil
and gas industry sold the public on
recycling as the supposed “solution” to
plastic pollution, but the industry’s
repeated advertising campaigns have really been a tactic to keep the complaining forces
focused away from what the industry knew from the beginning—that recycling ultimately will
not work. Here are the facts: Only 8.1% of the plastic produced in the United States was
recycled from 2015 to 2018 and promises to increase the recycled content in plastic bottles
and other plastic containers have never lived up to the promises made by the industry. Only
2% of recycled bottles “close the loop” to become another whole bottle. Recycled plastics
tend to be down-cycled (e.g., it may be a part of a bottle or a bench or a fleece garment),
and often it is just more cost-effective to replace the bottle with one made from virgin plastic.
Check out this Greenpeace video that Coke, Nestle and PepsiCo don’t want you to see.
A total of 318 million tons of plastic were created from the 1950s (when almost no plastic was
produced) to 2015, and the rate of increase is going up and up. Half of that 318 million tons
of plastic production has occurred in the last 15 years, and plastic production is expected to
triple by 2050.
More than 8 million tons of plastic enter the world’s oceans every year, creating havoc for
marine life, the oceans, and humans. By 2050, the oceans will contain more plastic, by
weight, than fish. That makes for a dangerous situation. Plastics break down into
microplastics, which are consumed by fish and by humans in the fish they eat and the water
they drink. It is estimated that humans may be consuming as much as a credit card’s worth
of plastic a week.
So yes, we do need to keep recycling even if the
processing prices go up. Failure to do so means
that the situation will worsen considerably. The
focus needs to be on what else we can do and
what the various industries that produce plastics
should be doing.
The non-plastic path forward starts with telling
your congressperson to support the reintroduced
Break Free from Plastic Pollution Act, which was

just updated with strong language to hold big
plastic-polluting corporations accountable for the
plastic crisis and to uphold environmental justice
(i.e., processing facilities often hit Black and
brown communities hardest). The bill would shift
responsibility for waste management and
recycling to the manufacturers and producers of
plastics and would create a national beveragecontainer refund program. The latter provision is
opposed by two-thirds of U.S soft drink
companies; however, similar programs in other
countries have brought bottle recycling rate up
to 80% worldwide and up to 98% in Germany.
The bill would mandate the refund program, set
a minimum recycled-content standard, phase out certain single-use plastic products that are
not recyclable, and place a moratorium on new plastics facilities and the expansion of existing
plastics facilities until the Environmental Protection Agency updates the environmental and
health regulations for such facilities.
These steps will be a good start, but there is still a long way to go. The petroleum industry is
intent on using every last drop of oil instead of leaving it in the ground to curb climate
change. Plastic is their “retirement plan” for when everyone is driving an electric vehicle. I,
for one, am glad that the Biden administration and Congress are starting to look at ways to
regulate and mandate changes to limit the plastics industry. The United States is the only
developed nation without an extended producer responsibility bill on packaging.
Sources: info@greenpeace.orgusa.org, March 26, 2021; Greenpeace, “Plastic Is a Climate,
Health and Social Justice Issue”; How to Give Up Plastic: A Guide to Changing the World One
Bottle at a Time by Will McCallum, 2018; "Last Week Tonight with John Oliver," April 21,
2021.
—Lorraine McCarty

7 Ways to Decrease Your Exposure to the Dangers of
Plastic
While you may not be able to avoid plastics
entirely, here are some things you can do to
decrease your exposure to them:

1

Drink tap water instead of bottled water

2

Heat food on the stove or by microwaving it in glass containers. Do not microwave food in

3

Buy and store food in glass, silicone or foil. Do not store food in plastic—especially plastic

because bottled water has twice as much
plastic in it than tap water (unless your tap
water is contaminated with unsafe elements
such as lead). Refill metal reusable bottles
with filtered tap water to further decrease your exposure to microplastics.

plastic, which can leach chemicals into your food. Do not put hot foods into plastic for the
same reason.

that may contain harmful chemicals, such as those labeled, 3, 6 and 7. According to the
American Academy of Pediatrics, these plastics may contain potentially harmful chemicals
unless they also are labeled as “biobased” or “greenware.” Other types of plastic may contain
harmful or unknown chemicals.

4

Eat fresh food as much as possible, and do not rely on processed food wrapped in plastic.

The more processed a food, the higher the chance it contains harmful chemicals, either in the
food itself or in the packaging. Use refillable containers if the market allows and take cloth,
not plastic, reusable bags.

5

Vacuum regularly. The dust in your house could be loaded with microplastics and
chemicals, such as phthalates, that are found in plastics. Dusting also can reduce the amount
of plastic you inhale, especially if you are in the house for long periods.

6

Go through each room in your house to see where you can cut the plasticsin your home.

7

The bedroom may be less obvious, but clothing is one of the largest sources of plastic in

It may take some time to research alternative products, and you may not be able to get rid of
all the plastic; however, an inventory is a good way to begin. For the kitchen, see
recommendations 1-4, above. For the bathroom, consider using toothpowder rather than
toothpaste that comes in a plastic tube; a cloth shower curtain liner rather than a plastic one;
or a bar shampoo rather than a liquid one that comes in a plastic bottle. If you must use
plastic bottles, buy large ones and refill smaller ones to cut down on the amount of plastic.
This same strategy also works with packaging for kitchen-related items.

the ocean because unless the fabric is cotton, wool or silk, it’s derived from petroleum.
Minuscule strands (i.e., microfibers) shed from synthetic fabrics as they are worn and washed
and find their way into the ocean. A single fleece jacket could be responsible for releasing as
many as 250,000 microfibers when it is washed. Zooplankton and other small ocean creatures
can eat these fibers, and they pass up the ocean food chain to our dinner plates. Solutions to
decrease microfiber shed include deciding if you really need to wash the garment, washing it
at a lower temperature (ideally, cold water), washing a full load with a shorter cycle and with
a lower spin speed, and using fabric softener and liquid detergent. Try a Guppyfriend
Washing Bag or a Cora Ball or other filters designed to catch microfibers in the wash, and
dispose of them in the trash.
And don’t forget the value of advocacy for the types of policies you want to see and the
materials you want to purchase.
Sources: ConsumerReports.org, June 2020; How to Give Up Plastic: A Guide to Changing the
World One Bottle at a Time by Will McCallum, 2018.
—Lorraine McCarty

Environmental Watch
Well, since the Biden administration has been addressing
climate change and other environmental issues as something
that all departments should be reviewing, I decided to drop
EPA from the title of this column. This space, however, will
continue to report and evaluate how the federal government
is focusing on the environment. The Washington Post has
been tracking of how President Joe Biden has been unwinding
Trump’s legacy while forging his own—as of April 15, 2021.
You can view newspaper’s findings here. Even if you don’t want to do a deep dive right now,
just quickly scrolling through the breadth and depth of what the newspaper is reporting
about what the Biden administration is attempting to do is quite impressive.
Here’s a quick snapshot:

Biden’s new environmental protections: 17 added, and 7 proposed.
The undoing of the Trump administration’s environmental rollbacks: 23 overturned, 70
targeted and 129 not yet targeted.
In two very important moves, EPA Administrator Michael Regan dismissed more 40 members
of scientific advisory panels—all of whom had been appointed by his predecessors Scott Pruitt
and Andrew Wheeler—and reversed the overhaul of EPA rules that Pruitt and Wheeler put in
place during the Trump era. Just as important, Biden, in a groundbreaking move, elevated
the director of the Office of Science and Technology Policy, the president’s chief science
adviser, to a Cabinet-level position. When explaining why he did so, Biden said that science
will always be in the forefront of his cabinet. Yes! Science is back!
The administration also launched an initiative to expand U.S. offshore wind production by 30
gigawatts by 2030. The plan—which involves the departments of the Interior, Energy,
Transportation and Commerce—would speed up the permitting process for projects on the
East Coast, invest in research and development, provide low-interest loans to industry, and
fund changes to U.S. ports.
The Energy Department has proposed overhauling the rule finalized in the last days of the
Trump administration that would make it harder to tighten energy-efficiency standards. This
move is the start of the Biden administration’s efforts to set strong standards that would
slash greenhouse gas emissions and energy costs.
Biden’s $2.3 trillion proposed infrastructure legislation is currently before Congress. The bill
includes clean-energy spending on programs that would, for example, increase electricvehicle production, call for building half a million electric-vehicle charging stations by 2030,
update the country’s electrical grid to make it more resilient to climate disasters, call for
building climate-resilient roads and bridges, mandate that a portion of U.S. electricity come
from zero-carbon sources, replace lead water pipes throughout the country with a safer
material, and update water systems to ensure that drinking water is safe. Money also is
included to establish a Civilian Climate Corps to restore land, cap oil and gas wells, and
reclaim old coal mines to curb methane leaks.
In other news, Biden sketched out his budget request for $1.52 trillion in discretionary
spending to reverse what he referred to as a decade of underdevelopment on the nation’s
most pressing issues. (This budget request is in addition to his infrastructure plan.) While
much more than the environment is outlined in this proposal, fighting climate change
definitely is included. Biden also used the spending outline to illustrate his vision of how
every cabinet chief—from military leaders, diplomats, fiscal regulators and housing planners
—would be responsible for incorporating ways to address climate change into their missions.
Of the president’s proposed discretionary spending, $14 billion would go toward the research
and development of advanced low-carbon energy technology, which would be funneled
through the Energy Department’s network of 17 national laboratories. Examples given include
new nuclear power plants, hydrogen fuels, making homes more energy-efficient and
speeding up the permitting of transmission lines that carry wind and solar power across the
country. Also, the budget for the EPA would be increased to the Trump administration’s cuts
in funding and staffing levels. The increase is sorely needed. Current funding for EPA climatechange science and technology is 27% lower today than it was 10 years ago.
In March, Energy Secretary Jennifer Granholm announced that the Department of Energy will
revive its loan program, making $40 billion available for a variety of wind, solar, and
hydropower projects; the development of advanced vehicles; the development of geothermal
and nuclear-power energy sources; projects currently being researched (such as carbon
capture and ways to store carbon dioxide emissions and the development of hydrogen fuel
and other clean-energy sources). Granholm also pledged that 40% of the benefits of these
projects will target disadvantaged communities as Biden promised in efforts toward social
justice.
Another of Biden’s campaign pledges was to establish enforceable commitments from other
nations to reduce emissions from global shipping and aviation and to convene a world climate
summit. In fulfillment of that pledge, Biden has invited 40 world leaders to a virtual summit
on April 22 (Earth Day) and April 23 to encourage them to develop reasonable but firm new
commitments to cutting carbon emissions before the 26th United Nations Climate Conference

in November 2021 in Glasgow, Scotland. Biden’s climate ambassador, John Kerry, has taken
an active role in reaching out to many countries across the globe and helping to plan what
commitments the United States will be able to make. With regard to China, whose leaders
have been invited to the summit, Kerry has said that he sees climate change as a stand-alone
issue and vows that human rights and geopolitical conflicts will never be traded for progress
on climate change. After two days of meetings between Kerry and his Chinese counterpart,
Xie Zhenhua, Kerry said that they agreed on critical elements on where the two countries
need to go to address the seriousness of the climate crisis but added that they need to see
what actions followed.
Sources: The Washington Post, "Tracking Biden's Environmental Actions," April 15, 2021; The
New York Times, April 9, 2021; AP, January 26, 2021; Record-Courier, April 10, 2021; Akron
Beacon Journal, March 5, 2021; CNBC, March 31, 2021; NPR, April 15, 2021; Record-Courier,
April 19, 2021.
—Lorraine McCarty

Coming Attractions . . .
Kent River Days Festival
Saturday, May 15
Haymaker Farmers’ Market
9 a.m.-1 p.m.
No, that’s not a typo in the title! This year, it will be River Days
(plural)—a continuing celebration the Cuyahoga River and events
all summer long. At Haymaker Farmers’ Market, pick up FREE
river birch seedlings and FREE native wildflower seeds to attract
birds, bees, butterflies and pollinators to your yard. Visit with
aquatic animals and pick up some take-home family activities.
Learn about the watershed, cleanups and ways to explore Kent’s bike, hike, historical and
water trails. Then continue your explorations of nature.
Sixth Annual Edith Chase Symposium
“Flower to Fruit: Pollination Power”
Wick Poetry Center
Friday, June 4
Evening (time and location to be determined)
Presenter: Denise Ellsworth, Ohio State University honeybee and native pollinator educator.
Saturday, June 5
Afternoon (time to be determined)
Poets from across Ohio will read their works from “Pollinator Poems: Under the Blossom that
Hangs from the Bough.” More details later as planning progresses.
KEC Summer Wild Your Garden Tours
Planning is under way. Details to come.

Environment in the News
CO2 Levels Highest in More Than 3 Million Years
Record-Courier - April 9, 2021

Scientists from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
released on April 7 a report showing that the level of carbon dioxide is
now “higher than it has been in at least 3.6 million years.” This rise
has been unrelenting, the report noted, despite the economic
slowdown in 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The report was
very clear that human activities—such as burning fossil fuels—are
driving these changes and that to mitigate the worst impact, it will take a deliberate focus on

reducing fossil fuel emission to near zero and finding ways to further remove greenhouse
gasses from the atmosphere.
Sea Turtles Declining Rapidly Off West Coast
Record-Courier - April 8, 2021

While their presence was discovered nearly 40 years ago, scientists are just starting to
understand how certain leatherback sea turtles traveled 7,000 miles from Indonesia, Papua
New Guinea, Vanuatu and the Solomon Islands to the cold waters off the U.S. west coast
where they gorged on jellyfish before swimming back to lay more eggs. But now there has
been a steep decline of about 80% in leatherback populations, both in California and in their
hatching grounds, according to a recent study. No explanations were given.
Quagga Mussels Taking Over Great Laves
Akron Beacon Journal - March 22, 2021

Quagga mussels are a thumb-sized clumping mollusk that invaded the Great Lakes in the
1990s but have become widespread after outcompeting native species. As a result, the
quagga mussels have altered the cycles of phosphorus throughout the four lower Great
Lakes, leading to fishing-related problems, clogged water-intake pipes, and frustrated human
efforts to control nutrient flows that can cause algae blooms and oxygen-deprived dead
areas. With too little phosphorous in the lakes, fish cannot survive. With too much
phosphorus in the lakes, algae blooms form. Quagga and zebra mussels and the sea lamprey
all have changed the Great Lakes’ food web and will continues to do so for decades until
scientists can find a way to create stability.
Ravenna Considers Changing Recycling Providers
Record-Courier - March 24, 2021

The Portage County Solid Waste District’s plan to increase rates for residents has spurred
Ravenna City Council to consider a variety of options, including putting the service out for
bids. It was noted that many times, these haulers want to bid on trash as well as recycling.
Many small businesses use a separate hauler. Going to a single hauler was considered in
2013 but was not adopted because of the outcry from opponents of the idea. Ravenna
residents’ calls to city officials have included comments about wanting to opt out of recycling
services.
ExxonMobil Ordered to Pay $14.25 Million Penalty in Pollution Case
The Associated Press - March 2, 2021

A federal judge ordered ExxonMobil to pay a $14.25 million civil penalty in an 11-year-old
lawsuit alleging it violated the Clean Air Act for eight years at its flagship Baytown, Texas,
refinery. The penalty set in 2017 of almost $20 million was reduced on appeal. Exxon is
considering its next moves, and Environment Texas and other environmental groups are
urging Exxon to finally take responsibility for its violations.
Top U.S. Utilities Collaborate to Build Electric Vehicle Charging Stations
Reuters - March 2, 2021

Six major utilities unveiled a plan to add electric-vehicle fast chargers to connect major
highway systems across United States as they try to build the electric-vehicle market.
Participants in the collaborative Electric Highway Coalition are AEP, Dominion Energy, Duke
Energy, Entergy, Southern Company and the Tennessee Valley Authority. Each company will
provide charging stations within their territory. This collaborative effort fits nicely together
with President Joe Biden’s initiatives to boost electric vehicles and cleaner transportation in
general and with commitments from Tesla, General Motors and BMW to undertake major
expansions to their production of electric vehicles.
Atlanta Creates the Nation's Largest Free Food Forest with Hopes of Addressing Food
Insecurity
CNN - March 2, 2021

This 7.1 aces of 2,500 pesticide-free edible and medicinal plants was made possible in Atlanta
by a U.S. Forest Service grant in partnership with the city of Atlanta, the Conservation Fund

and Trees Atlanta. The food forest is in the Browns Mill neighborhood of southeast Atlanta,
where the closest grocery store is a 30-minute bus ride away. Supermarket redlining is part
of the food insecurity that 1 in 6 Georgians faces. The forest is now owned by the city’s parks
department, and more than 1,000 volunteers and neighbors are helping to plant, water and
maintain the forest—a testament to Atlanta’s ability to build community and provide an
opportunity young and old alike to learn about sustainability and agriculture. At least 70 free
food forests in cities across the country—including Seattle, Washington; Portland, Oregon;
and Asheville, North Carolina—where thousands of pounds of food are harvested each year.
Mexico May Reduce Protection Area for Endangered Porpoise
Record-Courier - March 1, 2021

Reductions in the area where gill nets are banned in the upper Gulf of California may soon
shrink. This move by the Mexican government would decrease protection for the world’s most
endangered marine mammal and smaller propose: the vaquita. Estimates are that as few as
10 vaquita may remain in the gulf, which is the only place in the world where this elusive
porpoise lives. Mexico’s Environment Department has seen a significant reduction of vaquitas
in recent years, which may justify shrinking this protected area from most of the upper gulf
to a smaller area. The issue was up for public comment.
McCarthy: Storm a 'Wake-Up Call'
Record-Courier - February 28, 2021

White House National Climate Advisor Gina McCarthy cited the storm that devastated Texas
and other states as something that may become more usual and one that warns of the need
to work together to keep people working and children and communities healthy. She spoke of
the need to build energy systems that are reliable and resilient in the face of climate change
by lessening the country’s dependence on oil and gas and increasing its use of renewable
energy. If utilities are given the right incentives, McCarthy said, they can meet President Joe
Biden’s goal of net-zero carbon emissions by 2035. She said she knows it will be difficult but
believes the country can get there.
This Tornado Season May be More Destructive
Akron Beacon Journal - February 25, 2021

The La Nina climate pattern—marked by colder than average water in the central Pacific
Ocean—has been linked by several studies to severe weather and tornado activity that could
rival the 2011 season, which was the most notorious one ever, when more than 550
Americans were killed by tornados. AccuWeather meteorologist Brad Pastelok predicts that
the mid to lower Mississippi Valley and mid-Atlantic will be at highest risk. Predicting tornados
is challenging, but the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is working on the
issue. The United States averages between 1,200 and 1,400 tornadoes a year, according to
government statistics. In 2020, records show that 1,075 tornadoes were reported.
—Summarized by Lorraine McCarty

KEC Membership: Join Today!
We welcome anyone who wants to join the Kent
Environmental Council and support our efforts. If you are
already a member, you will be receiving a reminder of
renewal by mail the month before the expiration date for
your dues. Remember, dues are the main source of income
for KEC.
Basic memberships help us maintain communication among
our members for many of our activities. Sustaining,
Organizational and Lifetime memberships enhance our ability to implement our education and
advocacy responsibilities and to have a grant program to encourage innovative environmental
projects.
Membership levels are Student: $5; Golden Buckeye: $15; First-Year Member Special: $25;

Individual: $35; Household: $50; Sustaining : $100; Organization: $100; Lifetime: $500
To join or renew, send your name, address, phone number, email address and check made
payable to Kent Environmental Council, P.O. Box 395, Kent, OH 44240.
To join or renew online with PayPal, click here .

KEC dues are not tax deductible because the organization has a 501(c)(4) status.

Informal Breakfast and Discussion Every Friday
Join us for an informal breakfast discussion every Friday at 8 a.m. You have
two options. A few members have continued to meet at Little City Grill, but
most of us having been meeting via Zoom. To access the Zoom session, click
here . Use the password KEC1970. The password is case sensitive.
KEC Board: Renee Ruchotzke, Chair; Bob Heath, Vice Chair; Brad Brotje , Secretary; Bob Wilson, Treasurer;
Jeff Ingram; Audrey Cielinski Kessler; Chris Mallin; Lorraine McCarty ; Fred Skok ; Ann Ward

Kent Environmental Council
Website: kentenvironment.org

Connect with us



